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Kapitel 1

Music compression

This lab is about compression of sound and music according to the International MPEG-
1/audio standard. Unlike compression of speech and many other types of compression where
the signal to be compressed is first modeled, the MPEG-1/audio standard does not depend
on the type of sound to be compressed. The standard uses known limitations of the human
sound perception ability and can compress any kind of audio. The idea is to spend a few
bits on sound not heard, and many bits on that which is heard most clearly, instead of
as many bits on everything, which will be the case if you do not take into account the
ear’s characteristics. Depending on the desired compression rate, three different so-called
compression layers are used to achieve appropriate bit rates:

• Layer I: > 128 kbits/s/channel. Least complex

• Layer II: approx 128 kbits/s. Average complexity

• Layer III: approx 64 kbits/s. High complexity, best quality

The different compression layers are based on the same main strategies with the difference
that the more complex layers use more anvancerad variants of these strategies and achieves
higher compression rate to the same quality. The cost is increased calculation complexity.
The most advanced and most well known of the above compression strategies for audio/music
is MPEG-1 Layer III which is better known as mp3. In this session, we shall look at and un-
derstand how the simplest variant MPEG-1 Layer I work which largely includes the elements
described in the Layer III (mp3).

1.1 Preparations

• Carefully read section 1.2.

1.2 Music Compression

An encoder for any of the MPEG-1/audio standards consists mainly of four parts (see
Fig 1.1): filter bank, psycho-acoustic model, bit allocation and file formating. For each new
block of 384 samples (352 samples overlap i.e. 32 new samples) the filter bank divides this into
blocks of 12 samples for each of the 32 subband (ie, still in total 384 samples). The purpose
of this division is to be able to spend different number of bits in the quantization of the sub-
bands. The sub-band that is heard the most gets the largest number of bits and therefore
the least quantization error. The subband heard the least gets the minimum number of bits
and may have the greatest quantization error. The idea is to have the quantization error
where it is not heard. In order to determine what is heard and not heard we need the other
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line

Digital 

audio signal

ex. 44.1 kHz

Filter bank

384 samples 

divided into 32 

sub-bands with 12 

samples each 

.

.

Bit allocation

Accepts major

quantization errors

in sub-bands where 

it is not heard.

File formating

Digital bitstream

32-224 kbit/s

                               Psycho Acoustic analysis

1) Calculate the spectrum FFT 512 points.

2) Calculate sound pressure for each sub-band.

3) Find all local maxima in spectrum.

4) Which of the found peaks are tones?

5) The rest is noise. Join to a noise peak per 

critical sub-band.

6) Which of the tone and noise peaks 

is not heard? - Remove.

7) Which of the tone peaks are to close - Remove.

8) Calculate the frequency masking caused by each

tone and noise peak.

9) Sum the masking functions for all peak to the level

that represents silence. This gives the global masking 

which tells the level of each frequency that is not heard.

10)  

Calculate the signal-to-mask ratio (SMR), which tells

how much the signal in each subband can be quantized

 so that the quantization error is below the level 

     that is heard.

Figur 1.1: The four main elements of an encoder for any of the MPEG-1/audio standards.

part of the encoder, namely the psycho-acoustic model. The psycho-acoustic model takes
into account two main factors: the ear’s characteristics such as that the hearing threshold
varies for different frequencies, which makes it natural to divide the frequency band into a
logarithmically growing range called the critical band, and frequency masking, which means
that a frequency peak is masking lower peaks in their immediate environment. Masking is
illustrated in Figure 1.2. Frequencies the are within the masking area of other frequencies
with higher amplitude is not heard. The psycho-acoustic models base their findings on a

Figur 1.2: Illustration on frequency masking.

512-point FFT of the given 384 samples long block. First all local maxima in the spectrum
is located. Then it is determined which of these are peaks are significantly larger than the
whole of their immediate environment. Those peaks identified are classed as tone peaks.
Other peaks are included in the noise and is averaged into a noise peak per critical band
where there is no tone peak. Once all the tone and noise peaks are identified, the peaks that
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are not heard are removed, either because of the amplitude being below the hearing threshold
or because the peaks are too close. If the tone peak to peak distance is less than half a critical
band (whose size varies over the frequency axis), the peaks can not be separated by the ear
and thus one can be removed. When only the peaks which are important for the sound
that is heard is left, the masking function for each of these peaks is estimated. Summing
all these individual masking functions to a global masking function leads to a function that
says how high the amplitudes are for each of the frequencies which are not heard. If the the
ratio between the signal in each subband and the minimum masking level in each subband is
calculated one obtains the signal-to-Mask Ratio (SMR). If then, each sub-band quantization
(i.e. the number of bits) is chosen so that the signal-to-quantization noiseratio matches the
SMR, the quantization will not be heard i.e. use few bits in the sub-band where there is a
high masking level and vice versa.

1.2.1 Available functions

Functions that calculate the signal strength in each sub-band

function scf=Berakna_skalfaktor(S,Table_scf);

Maps the maximum energy in each sub-band (columns in S) to a table scf. The value which
is just larger than the maximum energy for each sub-band i saved in scf.

function Lsb=Berakna_ljudtryck(X,scf);

Calculates the signal strength Lsb for each sub-band based on the spectrum X and the
scaling coefficients in scf.

Functions that calculate the masking level in each sub-band

Functions that identifies tone and noise components

function local_max_list=Hitta_lokala_max(X);

Finds all peaks in the spectrum X which are larger than both its nearest neighbors. local max list(:,
1) contains the positions of these peaks and local max list(:, 2) contains the amplitudes for
the peaks.

function [Flags, Tonal_list] = Hitta_tonande_komp(X, Flags, local_max_list);

Finds the peaks in local max list which are tone peaks (i.e. can be seen clearly in the
spectrum) Just as before, the first column in Tonal list contains peak indexes and the second
column their values.The array Flags which is of length(X(1:FS/2)) contains information for
each point on wether there exists a peak a this position (1), if it is a tone peak (2), not a
tone peak (3) and not important or not investigated (4).

function [Flags, Non_tonal_list] =
Hitta_icke_tonande_komp(X, Flags, TH, Map, CB)

The remaining peaks in spectrum X is joined to a single peak in the middle of every critical
band. Map and CB are needed to map between the limits of the critical band and the
frequency points in the spectrum. TH contains hearing thresholds for the different frequencies
and critical bands.
Functions for decimation of tone and noise peaks

function [DTonal_list, DFlags]=
Ta_bort_tonande_under_TH(Tonal_list,DFlags, TH, Map);
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Removes tone peaks belowthe auditory threshold, which is given in TH. A new tone list
DTonal list is created and a new flag set DFlags is built.

function [DNon_tonal_list, DFlags]=
Ta_bort_icke_tonande_under_TH(Non_tonal_list,Flags, TH, Map);

Removes noise peaks below the auditory threshold, which is given in TH. A new tone list
DNon tonal list is created and a new flag set DFlags is built.

function [DTonal_list, DFlags]=
Ta_bort_for_tata_tonande(DTonal_list,DFlags, TH, Map);

Tones closer to each other than half a critical band is heard not, and will thus be removed.
DTonal list modified. Hearing threshold TH and the mapping Map between frequency points
and the critical band is needed here.
Functions for calculating the global masking level

function LTt=Berakna_tonande_masker(X, DTonal_list, TH, Map);

Calculates the masking function for each tone peak as a function of the frequencies which
are listed in the hearing threshold. Each row in the LTt is masking function around a peak.

function LTn=Berakna_icke_tonande_masker(X, DNon_tonal_list, TH, Map);

Calculates the masking function for each noise peak as a function of the frequencies listed
in the hearing threshold. Each row in the LTn is the masking function around a noise peak.

function LTg=Berakna_global_mask(LTq,LTt,LTn);

The overall masking levels specified for all frequencies in the auditory threshold TH is the
sum of the silence level LTq and masking caused by the tone and noise peaks, LTt and LTn.

function LTmin=Berakna_min_mask_per_subband(LTg,Map);

LTg is specified for all frequencies which the hearing threshold is defined for. Minimum
masking level for each sub-band is given by this function.

Data files

Mp1tabeller file contains the following tables and matrices

% TH containing frequencies, critical bands and the absolute thresholds
% LTq containing thresholds for silence
% Map containing the mapping between frequencies and corresponding
% index of TH and LTq
% C containing the window function used before the filter bank
% CB containing the index to the borders between the critical bands
% Table_scf containing the scaling factor table
% M containing the filter bank with 32 64 tap filters
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1.3 Laborationsuppgifter

Uppgift 1: Create a test signal consisting of 4 tones close to each other in 1500, 1700,
1800, 2000 Hz and four tones which are further apart at 10000, 11000, 12000, 13000 Hz,
as shown below. Summarize them and add normal distributed white noise with variance 1.
Normalize the signal so that the maximum amplitude becomes 1. Also make sure that signal
array becomes a column array. Type the following program (in an m-file) to do the above
steps.

f = [1500 1700 1800 2000 10000 11000 12000 13000];
a = [ 1 2 1 .5 2 1.5 3 1];
t = 0:1/44100:1;
x = randn(size(t));
for i = 1:length(f),

x = x + a(i) * sin(2 * pi * f(i) * t);
end
x = x / max(abs(x));
x=x(:);

Listen to the signal x using the command sound

sound(x,44100);

Uppgift 2: Load the compression standard and the filter bank matrix which is available
in the file mp1tabeller.

load mp1tabeller

Uppgift 3: We decide to analyze the third 384 sample frame. Start sample for the third
frame becomes 2*384+1. Type command below.

framestart = 2*384+1;

The 384 new samples (2*384+1 to 3*384) are processed in 12 rounds of 32 samples at a
time. Analysis window length is 512, which means that more than the whole previous frame
in the beginning is weighted in. The following program loads the 32 new samples plus 480
old (total 512) which is multiplied 12 times by the standard specified window function C,
downsampled by a factor 8 and filtered with a filter bank of 32 64 sample long filters. The
result is 1 output for each of the 12 times and each of the 32 sub-bands. The 12x32 matrix
S contains this data. Enter the following in the same m-file as before.

S=[];
for i=0:11

X = x(framestart-480+(i-1)*32:framestart+32*i-1);
Z = X .* C;

Y = Z(1:64)+Z(65:128)+Z(129:192)+Z(193:256)+Z(257:320)...
...+Z(321:384)+Z(385:448)+Z(449:512);
S = [S;(M*Y)’];
end;

The filter bank, therefore, generates 12 samples for each of the 32 sub-bands, which is still
384 samples.

Uppgift 4: For each subband and frame a scale factor is determined which says how much
signal energy is in each band. Select the value above the maximum value in each subband
(column) of S under the table Table scf. The purpose of this is to know the maximum value
at quantization. Calculate scale factors. What sub-band has the highest values?

scf=Berakna_skalfaktor(S,Table_scf);
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Uppgift 5: The next step is to make the psycho-acoustic analysis. Therefore calculate a
512-point FFT spectrum of the 384 samples frame by using 64 samples on each side of the
384 samples long frame. Psychoacoustisk analysis is then performed on this spectrum. FFT
analysis can be performed as follows. Note that the dB scale is used and no values should
be weaker than -200 dB and the maximum value of the spectrum, according to the standard
is at 96 dB. Plot the spectrum X. Describe what you see.

s = x(framestart-64:framestart + 512 - 64 - 1);
h = sqrt(8/3) * hanning(512);
X = abs(fft(s .* h))/ 512;
X = max(20 * log10(X), -200); % Ingen nivå under -200 dB
Delta = 96 - max(X);
X = X + Delta; % Maxnivån vid 96 dB

Uppgift 6: Calculate the average sound pressure level in each subband. The function
Berakna ljudtryck does this using the spectrum X and scaling factors.

Uppgift 7: Locate all local maxima i.e. all points that are greater than both its immediate
neighbors and not on the edge (Use Hitta lokala max. Then plot the results. Below are
examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, local_max_list(:, 1), local_max_list(:, 2), ’ko’);
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’); title(’Local maxima.’);
axis([0 256 0 100]);

Uppgift 8: Each frequency sample up to half the sampling frequency is now marked with
a flag if it is 1 - voiced, 2 - non-voiced, 3 - meaningless or 0 - Not examined. Create the flag
vectorn Flags.

Flags = zeros(256, 1);

Uppgift 9: Investigate which of the local maximas found that are tones using the function
Hitta tonande komp. Then plot the results. Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, Tonal_list(:, 1), Tonal_list(:, 2), ’ro’);
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’); title(’Tonal components’);
axis([0 256 0 100]);

Uppgift 10: Calculate the noise peaks of the various critical bands based on the remaining
peaks
(Använd Hitta icke tonande komp). Then plot the results. Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, Tonal_list(:, 1), Tonal_list(:, 2), ’ro’,...
...Non_tonal_list(:, 1), Non_tonal_list(:, 2), ’go’);
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’);
title(’Tonal and non-tonal components’);
axis([0 256 0 100]);
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Uppgift 11: Now remove noise peaks below the hearing threshold
(Use Ta bort icke tonande under TH).
Then plot the results together with the hearing threshold. Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, Non_tonal_list(:, 1), Non_tonal_list(:, 2), ’go’,...
...DNon_tonal_list(:, 1), DNon_tonal_list(:, 2), ’yo’, TH(:, 1), TH(:, 3));
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’);
title(’Non-tonal components v. absolute threshold.’);
axis([0 256 -20 100]);

Uppgift 12: Now remove tone peaks below the hearing threshold
(Use Ta bort tonande under TH). Then plot the results together with the hearing threshold.
Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, Tonal_list(:, 1), Tonal_list(:, 2), ’ro’, ...
...DTonal_list(:, 1),DTonal_list(:, 2), ’mo’, TH(:, 1), TH(:,3));
axis([0 256 0 100]);
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’);
title(’Tonal components v. absolute threshold.’);
axis([0 256 -20 100]);

Uppgift 13: Finally remove tone peaks which are to close to each other
(Use Ta bort for tata tonande). Then plot the results together with the hearing threshold.
Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(1:length(X), X, DTonal_list(:, 1), DTonal_list(:, 2), ’ro’,...
...DNon_tonal_list(:, 1), DNon_tonal_list(:, 2), ’go’, TH(:, 1), TH(:, 3));
axis([0 256 0 100]);
xlabel(’Frequency index’); ylabel(’dB’);
title(’Tonal components too closed to each other eliminated.’);
axis([0 256 -20 100]);

How many tone and noise peaks are left?

Uppgift 14: Calculate the masking functions for the tone peaks
(Use Berakna tonande masker). Then plot the results. Below are examples of how you can
draw masks in the same plot.

hold on;
for j = 1:length(DTonal_list(:, 1))
plot(TH(:, 1), LTt(j, :), ’r:’);
end

Uppgift 15: Calculate the masking functions for the noise peaks
(Use Berakna icke tonande masker). Then plot the results. Below are examples of how you
can draw masks in the same plot.

for j = 1:length(DNon_tonal_list(:, 1))
plot(TH(:, 1), LTn(j, :), ’g:’);
end
hold off;
pause;
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Uppgift 16: Calculate the global masking function
(Use Berakna global mask).

hold on;
plot(TH(:, 1), LTg, ’k--’);
hold off;
title(’Masking components and masking thresholds.’);

Uppgift 17: Calculate the minimum masking level in each sub-band
(Use Berakna min mask per subband). Then plot the results. Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(LTmin); title(’Minimum masking threshold’);
xlabel(’Subband number’); ylabel(’dB’);

Uppgift 18: Now Calculate the SMR (difference between signal and noise masking level).
Then plot the results. Below are examples of how.

figure
plot(SMR);title(’Signal-to-Mask Ratio’);
xlabel(’Subband number’); ylabel(’dB’);

Uppgift 19: If you only had a limited number of bits available, in which the subband
would you spend most bits?


